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CONTACT US
Phone : +1 440.352.7201
Email : info@MatPLUSInc.com

Web : www.MatPLUSInc.com

Address : 76 Burton Street

Painesville, OH USA

ABOUT OUR COMPANY
Founded in 2004, MatPlus was founded with a focus 

on bringing high quality and cost effective foam 

products to the industry. As we have grown over 

the years we have focused on maintaining consistent 

communication with our customer’s, expanding our 

offerings to best suit their needs. This focus 

has helped us become an industry leader and one 

of of the most innovative companies in the market.

Whether supplying foam sheet materials, converting 

services to molded foam products, what will 

always set us apart is the unrivaled service that 

we provide to each and every customer.



OUR SERVICES

Splitting
Our top-of-the-line compression skiver can cut foam stock horizontally to create 
thinner sheets or rolls within an extremely tight tolerance. Often, it is much less 
expensive to by thick material and have us split it into thicknesses to suit your 
needs.  We are very experienced in splitting difficult materials from soft and 
porous to as firm as a car tire.

  
Slitting 

Full width rolls of foam can be heavy.  Slitting them down into usable sized wheels 
reduces waste and makes it much easier to use.  Wheels act as their own dispenser 

where the user just needs to cut the length as needed. 

    Countour SkivingContour skiving gives us Contour skiving gives us the ability to produce foam in virtually any shape with 
custom tooling.  This machine can produce anything from sharp slopes to round 

semi-spheres.
  

Sheet Cutting
Custom cutting large unwieldy sheets of materials into small pieces that fit your 

needs reduces labor time, shipping cost, & storage space.  Contact our experience 
representatives for sizes to fully utilize every inch of our sheets.

Die CuttingDie Cutting
Using hydraulic presses and custom press knives, virtually any 2D shape can be cut 
out of our materials.  Used in combination with our other services, 3D finished 
goods such as insoles can be die cut out. 
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